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Rock Vultures in Arabia

Desert climbing, for me, is a great antidote to the big mountains. I
gained a taste for it when I lived in Morocco in the late 1990s, and

more recently on two trips to Oman with Geoff Hornby. As exploratory
climbing destinations go, the mountains of Oman are pure luxury. A modest
drive on brand new roads leads to peaceful camping next to the car and to
readily accessible climbing. The Oman of Wilfred Thesiger's Arabian Sands
has long gone. Fortunately, the warmth and hospitality of the people has
not changed. The convenient access leaves time and energy to explore the
huge expanses of wonderful rock. The exotic limestone on Jabal Kawr and
Jabal Misht has a sharply pitted surface with exceptional friction for
climbing. There are usually plenty of features for nuts and cams, and the
routes can be 1000 metres long. Despite these temptations, only a select
group of climbers have really discovered the area. Many of these have
been Alpine Club members, including Mike Searle, Pat Littlejohn, Tony
Howard, and especially Geoff Hornby. The area has also seen notable
interest from certain Austrian, Italian and French climbers, who are surely
in a position to know about good quality limestone.

In December 2007, I enjoyed a delightful third visit to Oman with Richard
Simpson. One of my main aspirations for this trip was to complete a new
route on the huge south face of Jabal Misht (2090m). The face has a steep
upper section that presents few lines of weakness. One opportunity that
caught my eye was an apparent ramp line circling up around the second
tower, well to the left of the next route, Madam Butterfly. If we could reach
this, so I thought, we had the key to a new line on a neglected part of the
face. A thorough reconnoitre was in order, so we spent a day driving around
the available viewpoints in different lights. We eventually worked out a
likely line that zigzagged up to a big chimney and moved across it and up
to reach the ramp.

Mindful of the flash flood hazard, we waited a day for storm clouds to
clear. We made an alpine start from the village of Ghayl Subayh, walking
up wadi beds and scrambling into an atmospheric hanging valley for the
start of the route. As always on Misht, the rock was a delight. After three
varied pitches we passed the crucial passage through a line of overhangs
and onto the easier ground that led us into the huge chimney splitting the
face. The pitch above the chimney, we hoped, would take us onto the
ramp, and with any luck out of trouble.

Richard tried the likely-looking ways up and right to where the ramp
should start. Neither of them worked, so instead he moved to a steep crack
in search of a higher traverse. I followed to his exposed belay and set about
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51. Rock Vulture route line on Jabal Misht (2090m). (Paul Knott)

climbing the crack. After a couple of athletic moves, I saw that the ground
continued steeply, with no way across to the ramp. Lacking other options,
I sized up the offwidth above and shifted the big cam as high as possible.
I shoved my arm deep into the crack, ignoring the ravages of the hoar-like
crystals inside, and moved up. Reaching a small tussock, I found that far
from representing easing ground this signalled looser rock. I was now some
distance above the last runner, and unable to retreat. There was no more
gear, as the crack flared unevenly and was full of friable crystals. I kept
climbing, sending debris down to the belay and pulling on small stuck-on
flakes. Eventually, the difficulties eased and I scrambled eagerly into the
haven of a deep horizontal cave.

Our outlook improved dramatically on the next pitch, when Richard
stepped around the corner to fmd a putative ledge below. A short abseil to
the ledge left us looking to the top for escape. As we climbed up and around
the tower we were relieved to find the ledge steadily widen. Two easy pitches
and some scrambling took us to the broad col. We relaxed, taking in our
surroundings with satisfaction. Later we named the route Rock Vulture
(TDinf VI (HVS) SOSm), recalling the soaring birds that had watched our
progress. Below us on the north side of the mountain was a thousand metres
of notoriously unrelenting descent. After traversing ledges across the next
tower, we followed a long slabby rib to our camp and much-needed
sustenance.



52. Above
Richard Simpson
completing pitch 10 (VI)
(HVS Sa) on
Rock Vulture. (Paul Knott)

53. Right
Pitch 12 of Rock Vulture,
above the crux at the
start of the circling
ledge. (Paul Knott)
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54. Jabel M'Seeb north face route lines. (Paul Knott)

The next day my fingers were zinging. As luck would have it, the Eid
holiday provided a great excuse for a day of rest. On rest days, when not
driving around scoping routes, we often passed the time by visiting local
tourist sights. For me, this ticking of sights seemed shallow. Guidebook
designated sights always seem to be full of fellow tourists and hawkers, and
devoid of insight into the real country. More enriching, I found, were the
places and people we came across in the course of our climbing. The day
we drove around Jabal Misht, for instance, a young Omani student, keen
to practise his English, treated us to lunch at his house. He extolled the
virtues of his devout upbringing, from the social cohesion of frequent prayers
to the variety and nutritious value of Omani dates. He gently discouraged
us from misguided activities like dancing, shaving, and eating with cutlery.
Perhaps it was fortunate that he had no particular views about climbing.

We climbed two other routes in the vicinity of Jabal Misht. On Jabal
M'Saw, a south-western outlier of Jabal Misfah, we climbed White Knight
(Dsup V+ 545m) on the buttress left of the existing White Magic. On Jabal
Assala's furthest east tower, referred to by the friendly villagers below as
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'Lorbib', we climbed the delightful Orange Roughy (D V+ 383m) on the
main north pillar. The villagers here remember the names of the climbers
who have visited and the lines they took on the mountains. Climbers are
still a novelty here; we met no others during our stay. This situation is
beginning to change. What I hope does not change is the established clean
climbing ethic, using only leader-placed protection.

After our success on Misht we moved to the south-west side of Jabal
Kawr, camping near the hamlet of M'Seeb. This remote settlement has no
permanent buildings, but instead wire mesh enclosures with palm-frond
covered shelters and canvas tents. The villagers here were virtuoso
goatherders, with an impressive range of rhythmic calls that produced
outstanding obedience from the goats. They were also very welcoming,
plying us with exquisite spicy coffee and, after their Eid celebration, with
succulent fresh goat's meat. Though we shared no common language, we
thought they respected our enthusiasm for their stunning surroundings.
For several nights to come we watched the progression of colours on the
rock towers overlooking the hamlet, and shortly afterwards the full moon
rising above the ridge. As it did so, the ever-present dust in the air produced
a succession of dramatic moonbeams. The effect was enchanting.

The technical highlight of our climbing from here was the two routes we
climbed on the shady north face of Jabal M'Seeb. This face is something of
an enigma. Although hidden, overshadowed and dark, it offers up to 500
metres of engaging climbing that links together walls, ramps, corners and
slabs. Geoff Hornby and I fIrst investigated it almost as an afterthought in
early 2005 and found a fantastic juggy route up its central watercourse that
we called Juggernaut. This time, we looked for a line that would take us to
the overhanging head at the left side of the face. The route worked
beautifully, producing technical interest where we did not expect it and
lines of weakness when we anticipated potential trouble. At the top, a ramp
line sneaked right up through the big overhangs. We named the route Bloody
Sunday (TDinf VI- 395m) for the havoc a dislodged flake caused to the
back of my hand. Later we returned to try a line up the huge square-cut
blocks near the right-hand end of the face. The blocks provided several
steep, energetic pitches before the ground eased, making the shorter but
still excellent Moonshadow (Dsup VI- 276m). Once again, we returned to
camp satisfIed, but thanks to M'Seeb's shaded climbing and easy access,
not depleted.

We could not ignore the sunny face of Jabal Kawr itself. After a
reconnoitre of some pillars that we decided were too complicated, we looked
over from our M'Seeb camp in the warming afternoon light and noticed a
shallow buttress that appeared to provide a straightforward route to the
plateau. We walked up to it early next morning. The hiss of a snake startled
us on the entry pitches, but after this, the climb was pure pleasure as we
moved fast up wonderful brown rock. The route we made, Sunset Serpent
(Dinf IV 503m), probably takes the easiest line on this part of the mountain.



55. Jabal Misht south face from Ghayl Subayh (sunset). (Paul Knott)

56. Campsite at M'Seeb, Kawr Tower and Jabal M'Seeb behind. (Paul Knott)
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At its top, we were surprised to discover a carefully wedged, faded cap
sporting the coat of arms of the UAE. This, I suspect, marks the celebrated
National Day Climb (also Dinf SOOm), an early Oman route climbed in 1984
by Bill Wheeler and friends. If so, this route must have taken the old
watercourse just to the right of Sunset Serpent, some way from the line
suggested by existing information. Once on the plateau, we traversed to
the end in search of an expedient descent. Finding only a lengthy and
complex scramble, we wondered if it would be easier to descend our route.

We made our final ascent on Christmas Day, weaving our way up exposed
slabs and stepped ramps to the summit of the Nadan Pillar. This is a striking
feature rising 800 metres from the gorge leading to the hidden cirque of
Nadan. It sports an alluring but somewhat inaccessible black and orange
south face, from which our route would make an expedient descent at
ADsup (IV). There appears to be no easier way to the summit. Below us
in the gorge, work continued on the improbable and somewhat destructive
project to build a road through the ancient boulder choke to Nadan itself.
From the summit we saw that this hidden spring-fed village had most of its
terraces abandoned and few buildings in good repair, though we did hear
the voices of children playing.

Our trip was over but for an important social engagement. The day we
arrived, I had spotted a former student of mine in Starbucks. Omani
hospitality evidently extends to the city as well as the mountains, and we
happily took up her invitation to dine gratis in Muscat's best restaurant. It
was a memorable evening, not only for the food and venue, but also for the
insight into the lives of our fellow diners. Their liberal attitudes provided
an illuminating contrast with the people we met in the mountains. I left
feeling emiched and intrigued.

Summary: Rock climbing in Oman, Paul Knott and Richard Simpson,
December 2007, including new routes Rock Vulture (TDinf VI (HVS) SOSm)
on the south face of Jabal Misht (2090m), Bloody Sunday (TDinf VI- 39Sm)
and Moonshadow (Dsup VI- 276m) on the north face of Jabal M'Seeb, and
Sunset Serpent (Dinf IV S03m) on Jabal Kawr.
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